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Ned Williams recalls Fifty Years of Writing and Publishing
Ned is seen here with first and final versions of the Wombourn book - the
first published in 1969 and the final version in 1985.
1st April 2019 was the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of my modest book “By Rail to Wombourn”. No
doubt the anniversary passed unheeded, unless one or two owners of the rare “first edition” of this work happened to take a copy off their bookshelf and notice its publication date. In its way the venture and publication
date were minor milestones in the story of putting Black Country history in print. No doubt Neil Armstrong’s first
steps on the moon’s surface a few months later rather eclipsed the news that someone had published a book
about an obscure railway line that skirted the Black Country, but I thought readers might like to learn a little more
about my first steps into writing and publishing local history.
The “By rail to Wombourn project” began as an activity launched at Wulfrun College in Wolverhampton in the
summer of 1968. The project invited a group of engineering and science students to undertake a little research
into the history of a railway line which could be seen from the college building from the top floor on a clear day.
Dr. John Fletcher, founder of the Black Country Society, had just left the college to work elsewhere but his promotion of interest in all matters relating to the local area still had an effect on projects undertaken by the college.
The staff included other enthusiasts known to readers of The Bugle such as Jon Raven and Bill Pace. John Fletcher
had started the Black Country Society at just that time and launched its quarterly magazine, but the Black Country Bugle was not to appear until a few years later.
Faced with the fact that it was quite novel to look into obscure pieces of local history, we were amazed that the
project received a good response. Although the research was planned as an assault on archives and libraries, we
soon found that people could be found who wanted to reminisce about the railway, and who had valuable memories to pass on. Today such material would be the starting point and academic research would follow. The railway had been completed in the 1920s and had closed in 1965 – not long before our project. We were amazed to
meet people who could talk about the construction of the line – such as Billy Day of Wombourn, and were please
to meet staff who had
worked on the line at
different times in its short
history. Today we take for
granted the idea that local
history has such a firm
“human interest” to it,
and that peoples’ memories were as important as
official documents found
in archives. The latter had
to be found and then visited – there was no Internet
through which such
sources could be accessed!
The first train ( steam rail-motor) arrives at Tettenhall in 1925 - Photo: Peter Esienhofer - a
local freelance photographer.

Investigating the history of the railway to Wombourn
took us into many other areas of interest – such as the
local canal system. (The line ran parallel to the Stourbridge Extension Canal at one end and close to the
Staffs & Worcs Canal at the other.) The line also
served a number of pits and brickyards and was provided mainline access to the railway built to Baggeridge Colliery, and the Earl of Dudley’s railway system.
Our “little project” soon grew.
By the end of 1968 it was clear that the project had
led to the collection of enough material to fill a mod- The ‘Meccano’ bridge , Compton over the Staffs & Worcs
est book. I suggested to the Principal of Wulfrun Col- canal. Class 24 D7567 pushes a wagon south on demolition
lege that perhaps the College should finance publica- duties 6th January 1968. Photo: Ian Huselbee
tion of our findings. He was horrified by the thought
so it was obvious that was not going to happen. A brief encounter with national book publishers soon revealed that
they were not going to be interested in such byways – the publishing of branch line history was still in its long infancy at the time. Nevertheless, I felt that a book called “By Rail to Wombourn” should somehow be produced –
partly to reward the interest of everyone involved in its compilation. I did not feel that they should just be given a
typed or “duplicated” low tech version of the story. At one stage I asked the Black Country Society to consider publishing the book and the manuscript was circulated to members of the committee. The rejection was accompanied
by some comments from committee members. Generally the comments centred on the book being too focussed
on too small a subject. Couldn’t I please include some other lines? One committee member felt it a good idea to
make the book of greater general interest by including a few recipes! After such an experience it can hardly be surprising that I concluded I
would have to publish the
book myself. I
had studied printing while
at school and already had
some very limited experience of trying to publish
material but really approached the work on the
Wombourn book as a very
raw beginner. I needed to
find a friendly printer who
would guide me through
the process and deliver the
product at a reasonable
price. I would also need to
learn how to sell the 2850 with a local freight passing Tettenhall - photographed by the late Geoff Bannister who lived in
finished book. The
Henwood Road - backing onto the line!
printer who came to
my rescue was Norman Budd of Wolverhampton but when the cost became clear I realised I had something else to
learn: how does one raise the capital to pay for such a venture? In the end I persuaded a member of the family to
provide me with a loan and production began. Ironically, after the whole adventure was over both the printer and
my “investor” admitted they were surprised that the enterprise had not ended in financial disaster!

So – on the 1st April 1969 I found myself with a flat full of books and my next job was to find some customers. The
A5 sized book had a cover price of nine shillings and sixpence – less than 50p in today’s money. Book shops might
agree to buy them from me at one third discount – which after some persuasion is what they did. Today it would
be difficult to find book shops, let alone persuade them to stock an obscure local publication. Having found the
need for a “sales department”, I then discovered need for publicity. Despite all these hurdles the books did eventually sell, probably taking about five years to do so. And once it had gone “out of print” demand seemed to escalate! This led to second and third editions of the little book in
1977 and a completely new and much larger version in 1986.
By that time I had met many more people who had photographed the line, had something new to tell me about it, or
had worked on it. The latter included William Roberts and
Jack Pinfold who had been station master at Wombourn and
Tettenhall respectively. In the book I had referred to William
Roberts as Billy, and believed him to be dead. Very much
alive, he turned up on my doorstep one day to “box my
ears” for daring to call him Billy when he should have been
referred to as Station Master Roberts!
A pensive Ned on the platform at Tettenhall during the winter of 1967 while the line was being lifted.

The excitement of seeing a research project progress to the point where it becomes a finished printed book, and
the interest of all the human encounters involved in getting this done combine to make such activity somewhat
addictive. Producing printed local history became a life-long hobby, but over the years it has been an activity that
has changed in every way. Printing technology has changed, and research methods have changed, but most important of all is that an interest in local history has become something shared by many more people – reflected in
an enormous quantity of local history being published and “The Bugle” bringing it to us on a weekly basis.

If you wondered why Ray Jeff wasn’t at the door relieving us of two pounds at the November meeting he was in
Cardiff playing for the England Over 75s team Hockey team. England played twice and beat Wales both times.
Well done Ray, as the football fans would sing

“He’s

Ray Jeff, he’s one of our own!”

Ray also correctly
identified West
Ham manager Ron
Greenwood taking
the FA Cup back to
Upton Park on the
tube in 1964 in
last months quiz
question,

Platform End

Prompted by our Bilbrook item last month, Mike Shaw
found this snippet below in a December 1895 LNWR special
weekly notice he has.
What parsimonious times they were but Mike bets there
would be a roaring fire in the waiting room!

Derek Horton braved the weather on Saturday December 11th to photo Black 5 No 44871 on
the Railway Touring Company excursion from Paddington to Shrewsbury passing Albrighton
right time. This was a rare visit to our area having spent time earlier this year on the ‘Jacobite’
train from Fort William (seen bottom to Mallaig. Built at Crewe in 1945, 44871 was one of the
last locomotives to be withdrawn from service, surviving until 1968, the last year
of steam on British Railways. She was also one of
four locomotives chosen
(three being members of
Your chance to comment
her class) to take part in
on previous items, add a
the famous Fifteen Guinea
photo or story, correct our
Special on Sun 11 August
mistakes and generally
1968. 44871 was privately
add to our knowledge ….
purchased directly from
We would love to hear
British Railways service for
from you!
preservation so never had
to be restored from scrapyard condition and more recently, following years of storage alongside the death of her owner in 2006, 44871 was purchased by Ian Riley and taken to Bury for
an overhaul to mainline standards . In Summer 2021 44871 was hired by the North Yorkshire
Moors Railway, working between Whitby and Pickering, North Yorkshire.

Quiz Question
Whose Coronation Street wedding did 44871 feature
in carrying 45407's "Lancashire Fusilier" nameplates?

A fine photo by A. Maud of BR green liveried Class 5 4-6-0 No 73095 of Shrewsbury shed passing Wellington No 2
box, heading for home with a class 3 fully fitted freight. Ray Franklin was at Wellington last month to photograph
the Class 5 which didn’t work out but he did take some pictures of the main station building roof. He writes it
seems that a graveyard had to be disturbed to make way for the railway. Out of respect they mounted a cross at
each end of the Station roof. I was told
about this but I haven't seen anything in
writing to support it.
Well Ray, in Andrew Roden’s Great
Western Railway history he writes
“Wellington station is unusual in being
built on consecrated ground, something
marked by the crosses on the roof of the
main station building to this day.

Well spotted Ray!

Left This East Midlands liveried class 170 still operating for West
Midlands Trains was struck by a falling tree just west of Codsall
station last November, luckily without any casualties.
Below Stranger on the stage! 46207 'Princess Arthur of Connaught' is an unusual visitor to the coaling stage at Wolverhampton Stafford Road shed, having brought in the 09.00 from Paddington in February 1956. Four Stanier Pacifics had been sent to
cover for 'Kings', after they were recalled to Swindon to rectify a
problem that caused cracking to their bogies and frames.

Photo: Mervyn Srodzinski collection

Tony Beresford got in touch regarding the article by

Brian Stanway in the December newsletter and
wondered if the attached photos might be of interest
to him and Mark Hopwood. I took the photos on
27th April 1983 at Leek Brook Junction. ( Apologies
for the indifferent quality....it's their age and mine).
Nothing wrong with the age –it was the Editors
35th Birthday! The vehicles belonged to Dingle Bros
of Bodmin which begs the question, what were they
doing in distant Staffordshire Moorlands? I've a
vague recollection that Ken Faulkner (LBJ signalman)
told me they were either on test or being used for
training purposes but the best part of forty years
have passed since then and I could easily be wrong.

William Powell Frith’s famous 1862 painting “The Railway Station”. The scene takes place on Paddington platform,
a large and disparate group of people are assembled preparing to board the train as luggage is loaded. Frith and his
family appear as the group in the left foreground, with his wife kissing the couple's younger son goodbye. He clutches a cricket bat and is presumably off to school for the summer term. Frith and his elder son stand behind. Beside
them is a bearded man in a fur coat, modeled on a Venetian refugee nobleman, who had given lessons in Italian to
Frith's daughters. He is arguing over his cab fare. Then comes a bride, bridegroom and two bridesmaids. On the
right an arrest is being made by two Scotland Yard detectives. More best station views in forthcoming newsletters.

Wolverhampton Chronicle
It’s almost the end of the line
IN MARCH 1967, one of Wolverhampton's last links with British Rail will be broken with the closure of Oxley sheds. And by then, the town's most famous engine driver will have reached the end of
the line. Mr. Norman Bagley of Upper Vauxhall Wolverhampton, Mayor of Wolverhampton 1959-60
and an alderman from 1954 until unseated as a result of the High Court action of 1961 *, is one of
the older school of railway - men who have been invited, due to the closure of the sheds, to retire
early.
And Mr. Bagley intends to accept the invitation.
* In 1961/2 Wolverhampton became notorious for displaying the evil effects of party politics in local government.
The national and local press pointed to Wolverhampton as an example of the way in which the conflict between
parties abused the institution of the Aldermanic bench. Two of the ejected Conservative Aldermen instructed solicitors to petition the High Court to declare void the May election in 1961, a decision upheld by the court.

Mr. Bagley, who is pictured (below) boarding his engine at
Wolverhampton Low Level station told the Chronicle this
week: "I haven't had time to think about it yet. but first I shall
have a week or two off to relax." Since 1961 he has received
several requests from ward Labour Parties in the borough to
stand again for the council but he has turned them all down,
due entirely to the nature of his work.
With today's high speed trains you need to concentrate the
whole time," said Mr. Bagley, "so when I'm off duty I like to
relax." But in a few weeks, when he has time on his hands, it
may well be a different story.
Flash back in May
1959-Alderman Bagley receiving his
chain of office from
the Mayor’s sergeant
at the mayor-making
ceremony at Wolverhampton Town Hall

Quiz Question
Temporary track has been laid here across Station Road although now a permanent connection allows access to this
heritage railway. But, where are we and should it be called
Two Stations Road today ? An unusual delivery.

Another view of the unique 0-6-6-0 Sentinel double loco built for Dorman Long seen on test at the Shrewsbury
Abbey station of the Shropshire and Montgomery Railway. The line was operated by the army at this time and
three of their ex- London, Tilbury and Southend Railway carriages provide the test load. For the bus fans that
looks like a Bedford OWB utility possibly in use by a motor trader or racing enthusiast.
Photo: The late Peter Shoesmith

Early days on the Ffestiniog. Looking like a giant lawn mower, the Simplex “Mary Ann” near Rhiw Goch in June 1956.
Purchased for the Ffestiniog and Welsh Highland Railways in
July 1923 for £350, it was used mainly for shunting the
wharves at Portmadoc and Minffordd, replacing a steam loco in these duties. Restored to WW1 condition in 2016.

Guest photographer Simon Dewey starts his
photographic year with a January shot.

Better safe than sorry!

Fifty-six years ago, 57xx 0-6-0 PT No 9776 fights to get adhesion to haul a train of mineral wagons that had been
stored on the then closed Oxley Branch up towards Oxley Middle Junction to join the Shrewsbury line in cold and
snowy conditions on 15th January 1966. Progress was visually impressive but painfully slow with the pannier tank
slipping frequently as it struggled up the snow-covered track which had not seen activity for quite some time, the
Branch having closed 10 months before, on March 1st 1965.
As it very slowly approached I did think about standing on the line directly in front of it to get a more dramatic photo but common sense probably wisely got the better of me and I did not, although with the lack of speed the engine was making I would in the event have had ample time to get the shot and get out of its way without any problem.
9776 was one of a remaining stud of five of the class at Oxley during 1966 but would be withdrawn in the April together with 3776. The last of them - 3605 , 3782 and 9658 - lasted until the October, only five months before the
shed closed.

Former Bescot man Tony Llewellyn remembers the night ferry
- but not this one!
A night on the ‘Ferry’ at Bescot TMD and what a rough job it was for the shed driver
and his secondman. Kicking off at 22.00, or just after, we had locos coming on the depot throughout the night from all over the country with different crew's on who, after
talking to the shed foreman at the arrival board, would leave them either on number 1
or 2 Road. Both roads had fuel supply but
no2 was mainly for exams with pits so they could get underneath if
required. Once they were serviced or an Examination was finished ,we had to move them out of the way for the next one. We
could have 15 to 20 Locos in the queue of all classes and as soon as
you shifted one another came on ; it was like that until around 4
to 5am. We took a half hour break when we could which was the
official time allowed but we'd grab a cup of tea when we could!
Some of the Locos were put on shed roads 1 to 7 at the south end of
the shed and others in 1 to 4 at the North end of the shed ready to
be worked off later in the night or day by fresh train crews.
The majority were put towards the outlet signal on the north end of the shed for another set of Ferry men from
the Holding Sidings in the down local yard. At that time only 5 Locos were allowed to go in formation down to
the yard and they all had to be coupled together,
originally it was just a shackle but later days it
had to be piped up as well. So they did a few trips
during the night and don't forget they all had to
be split and secured and most put on different
roads so you were up and down like a yo-yo. Back
to the shed where there were usually about 10
fitters on a shift and a foreman. Mostly, we all
got on pretty well and would take turns to make a
brew and get stuck in so we could get away at
the end of the shift. At break time there was lots
Photo: Martin Loader
of banter between us and them and it’s hard to
believe its all gone now.
The Electric locos were usually stored in the Down Storage sidings roads 1 to 4 from where there was a straight
run to the diesel depot. The depot itself wasn't wired so if any repairs were quired to the AC loco's we had to get
a diesel and drag or propel it onto the shed. The repairs were mostly only minor things like smashed windows,
wiper problems, horns sticking, AWS faults DSD problems etc. Brake blocks were also done and the carbon strip
in the Pantograph used to get worn badly or crack so they would be replaced. If the Electric loco was a decent
one with very minor repairs required, I've known some drivers power the Electric loco towards the diesel depot
and drop the Pantograph at the last second before the wires ran out and coast onto the depot but you needed a
clear run. All highly unofficial of course but it made the job easy! Most of the overhead wires have been taken
away in the yard now and only the main line and Goods lines exist.
It was a busy little depot in my time but the place is like a graveyard now with most activity on the gridlocked
M6 above; Where did all the traffic go? Answers on a postcard please...

Thanks for the memories Tony!

Rails to Sheppey
Mike Barnard relates a story of Trains and Bridges

The Southern Railway / Region served two off shore Islands, the well known Isle of Wight and
perhaps the lesser known Isle of Sheppey. The Isle of Sheppey lies (just) off the north coast of
Kent at the point where the rivers Thames and Medway join to form the Thames Estuary. Sheppey lies on a
roughly West - East line with a "ridge" lying along the axis .The name Sheppey derives from the Saxon for Isle of
Sheep. Had it not been for Henry V111 ordering a fort to be built here to guard against French pirates, and Samuel Pepys establishing a Royal Dockyard from 1665, the London Chatham and Dover Railway (LDCR) would never
have bothered to build the line from Sittingbourne to Sheerness in 1860. Sheerness became the main town on
the Island following the establishment of the Dockyard, prior to which the villages of Queenborough and Minster
were the only sizeable settlements at that time. The railway was authorised by the Sittingbourne & Sheerness Act
of 1856 and provided for a single track line with an intermediate station at Queenborough and terminating at a
station close to the dockyard called, appropriate enough, Sheerness Dockyard. Opening in 1860, the new railway
was built mainly on former marshland and apart from ruling 1:103 inclines either side of the bridge is virtually
level on the Island.
The Bridges
Of course, to reach the Island provision had to be made to cross the waterway
which made Sheppey an island, known as The Swale. There had been a bridge of
sorts in the time of Edward 1st. but this had been washed away by a high tide
and never replaced. Ferries existed for foot passengers and cattle but not until
1860 and the new road toll and railway bridge, did a direct and dry crossing exist
No known pictures exist of this first bridge but it had a hand driven lifting section
and was very unreliable and subject to damage by ships accessing nearby Ridham Dock. By 1904 it was declared unsafe, (it had not been lifted since 1901)
and a new bascule, or rolling, type, electrically driven bridge was installed, to be known as The Sheppey Bridge.
This carried both rail, road and pedestrian traffic but non– rail traffic was still subject to tolls. Sheppey residents
did not take kindly to paying to access the mainland by the only available bridge and the tolls were finally abolished in 1927, the local council paying the SR £55,000 in compensation. The roadway of Sheppey Bridge was narrow and in 1932 traffic lights were installed, controlled by the Southern Railway signalman! Shipping, governed by
tides, and trains, governed by a timetable, vying for the same bridge do not make for easy partners, especially if
the ship hits and damages the bridge which was a common occurrence. The "gap" through which ships passed
was very narrow and the combination of strong currents and strong winds across the open marshland made navigation difficult. The bridge was severely damaged in 1922 and could not be lowered. Only one SECR engine was
on the Island and local industrial locos were
hired in to run services and at least one "P"
class was brought in by sea. Passengers
were transferred by boat between temporary platforms either side of the inoperable
bridge.
The smiling driver of the Maidstone & District coach seems to be racing SECR Class
C 0-6-0 loco No 31298 across the second
Sheppey bridge.

By the 1950's this bridge was deemed to be worn-out and beyond economic repair and in 1959 was replaced by
the new Kings Ferry Bridge. This is a lifting bridge
offering a much wider passageway for shipping and
is still in use to-day.
The current Kings Ferry bridge is shown under
construction while another C Class loco works a
passenger service tender first away from the
island.
However, slightly off beat from a railway interest,
road traffic increased to such an extent that a single
carriageway, lifting bridge severing the main road
onto the Island
was deemed inappropriate and a new, dual carriageway Sheppey Crossing was
The new road bridge left
opened in 2006. However, Kings Ferry Bridge still caters for rail traffic and any
road traffic unable, or unwilling, to use the steep and high new bridge.
For the bus fans, an interesting diversion, literally! The road access to the Island
followed a similar course to the railway line across the marshes approaching the
1904 bridge. However, on the mainland side the road had to pass under the railway just before the bridge. This presented no problems when constructed in
1904 but the bridge was too low for the double-deck which began to appear in
the late 1920s. The very first double-deck buses on the island were delivered with the roof and upper deck fittings
separate for fitting once on the island but subsequent new double-decks could only gain access to the Island
through the private land of Bowaters Paper Mill and running along the sea wall, thus bypassing the low bridge.
Once on the island, the buses remained there, with only single decks using the bridge. Once on the island these
vehicles became effectively land-locked.
The Railway
The Sheerness branch line, as it became known connects with the mainline at Grovehurst on the London side of
Sittingbourne. This is a triangular junction giving access to both up & down lines. Originally passenger trains ran
non-stop until reaching Queenborough but in 1927 a halt was opened at Kemsley, a rapidly expanding housing area, mainly for workers at the nearby Lloyds, later Bowaters, paper mill. From Kemsley the line runs almost due
north to the Swale crossing. There are only two stations (now) on the Island, the first of which is Queenborough.
An ancient, if small, Borough, it was until recently still officially at war with Holland, this being a hangover from the
Dutch Wars of the 1600's. Before the building of the Dockyard, Queenborough was the main, indeed only, port,
Sheerness did not exist. Queenborough became quite a busy station. A spur to a waterside wharf was opened in
1863 north of the station but in 1876 this was rebuilt into a larger wooden pier at the mouth of the Swale. Queenborough became a Cross Channel Ferry Port when the pier opened and the Zeeland Steamship Co. started a night
service to Flushing and later added a German mail service in 1887. The pier closed due to fire damage in 1882 and
1900 when the steamers used the rival Port Victoria on the opposite bank of the Medway. A rare case of the two
belligerent Companies cooperating as Port Victoria belonged to the rival South Eastern Railway (SER). Incidentally
"Port Victoria" is a grand name for what was just a wooden pier in the middle of nowhere! And yes, Victoria did use
the pier, several times in fact.
The LCDR ran connecting boat trains to Queenborough but civil traffic ceased in 1914 and never returned. The pier
remained in use by the Admiralty and in W.W. 2 became a minesweeper depot, HMS Wildfire. All trace of the pier
has now gone.

Starting from the up platform bay at Queenborough was The Sheppey Light Railway which was built under the
1896 Light Railways Act and opened in 1901. By this time of course the LCDR & SER had resolved their differences
to become the South Eastern & Chatham Railway (SECR) who operated the line. This single line railway deserves a
more detailed look but basically it ran from nowhere to nowhere and unsurprisingly perhaps closed in 1950, somewhat before Beeching.
When built, the Dockyard station was in the centre of activity at Sheerness. It had full goods facilities, a two road
engine shed complete with turntable and a novel
feature in the station layout, a sector plate (Left)
instead of engine release crossovers. Surprisingly
however a direct line into the Dockyard was not
installed until 1902 despite there being a Dockyard
internal system since 1880. Meanwhile the SER had
built their Hundred of Hoo branch on the opposite
side of the Medway and had introduced a ferry
service between Port Victoria and Sheerness thus
offering a quicker London - Sheerness service than
the LCDR route. To counter this the LCDR opened a
new station nearer the centre of town, called
Sheerness on Sea, in 1883. Surprisingly the Dockyard station remained open and to serve this new station a single
line was laid out of the Dockyard station which required trains to reverse. This wasteful operation ceased in 1922
when a new avoiding spur was brought into use, trains then ran direct into Sheerness on Sea and the Dockyard
station closed to passengers and became Sheerness Goods.
When the line opened in 1860 there were 5 round passenger trips per weekday. This rose to 20 by 1954. The Island
became a popular holiday destination at this time for Londoners and summer extras and excursions were run. Following electrification as part of the Kent Coast scheme a twenty minute frequency per hour was introduced with a
service to London, one to Dover and a shuttle to Sittingbourne. Currently only a basic 2 per hour service is offered,
all connecting at Sittingbourne with London trains.
When the line was built there were no industries along the line, except of course the Royal Navy Dockyard. Subsequently, there came paper mills at Kemsley,
Ridham Dock near the bridge, cement,
pottery, steel rolling mills and ship breaking
at Queenborough and Sheerness Steel on the
former Dockyard station site. All generated
considerable traffic. The Dockyard closed in
1960 and the site is now a commercial port.
For some time there was considerable traffic
from there with imported Japanese cars but
that has ceased now, they are either made in
Sunderland or go by road. now, There are no
freight services at all on this line, nor indeed
on the Kent Coast line between Hoo Junction
and the Thanet towns.
Thanks Mike!
66176 comes off the single line at Queenborough as it heads for Sheerness steel works as Andrew Barclay loco
873 shunts Queenborough Rolling mill

“Marlow Donkey” hold-up

Collett 14XX 0-4-2T No 1421 of Reading shed simmers at the original Marlow Station in the early 1960s

The night the “Railway Hotel” at Marlow, Bucks, changed its name to the “Marlow Donkey” in honour of the local
pull-and-push branch-line train, there was a “certain amount of general jollification.” Three men, who admitted
“having had a certain amount of drink”, walked half-a-mile along the line, set off three
detonators and held up the driver of the 8.12pm “Donkey” as it was ending its threemile journey from Bourne End. But the engine driver who stopped as the detonators
exploded and found himself confronted by three men, two of them masked and wearing cowboy outfits with toy six-shooters, did not appreciate the joke. Neither did the
British Transport Commission, it was stated at Marlow court on November 30th, 1961.
The three men pleaded guilty to entering a carriage otherwise than on the side of a
platform” contrary to railway by-laws (who knew that was an offence?); unlawfully
and wilfully stopping a “vehicle on the railway”; and wilfully obstructing a driver in the execution of his duty. The
prosecutor said the BTC was rather concerned over the men’s actions at a time the railways are facing a certain
amount of trouble from younger elements as they had set a bad example.”
The detonators caused the driver to stop the train and the three men told him it was a “stick-up. "He did not realise in
the dark that the pistols were toys and was alarmed until they told him it was a stunt. Two of the accused were in a
jazz band which was in attendance that night to meet the train and “had certain items of fancy dress “available. The
three men were each fined 30 shillings. After they had been fined they went to the “Marlow Donkey” for a celebration drink. One said as they toasted the local railway line "we have made friends again with the engine driver”!
Marlow station was opened as Great Marlow in 1873 and worked by the GWR from the outset as a branch from the
Wycombe Railway route between Maidenhead and High Wycombe. British Rail opened the present station in 1967
on the site of the goods yard of the original station. The original station was then closed and demolished and its site
redeveloped. When this service was withdrawn north of Bourne End in 1970, Marlow station became the terminus of
the Marlow Branch Line which leaves the main Great Western Main Line at Maidenhead. .
Services are provided by Great Western Railway; at peak times these shuttle between Marlow and
Bourne End every 30 minutes, but off-peak and at weekends they run through to Maidenhead once per
hour, reversing at Bourne End. The trip typically takes 23 minutes-providing there are no “hold-ups” on
the line!

WW1 Dalmore branch
A New Branch Line on the far north line during the WW1
At the start of World War One the Royal Navy decided to develop a northern fleet
anchorage at Scapa Flow and to make provision for dockyard facilities at Invergordon.
The main route for supply of provisions for those facilities was to be along the Highland Railway's mountainous single-line routes from Perth to Inverness and from Inverness to Thurso, and the Admiralty's decision greatly increased the strain on the
logistics of the railway.
With manpower and resources conscripted elsewhere for the war effort the resources of the Highland Railway became extremely stretched. It is suggested that almost 50% of the locomotives
were out of service, and many of the mechanics and fitters had been conscripted. For transport to and from Scapa
Flow a major flow of personnel and freight north and south, including timber and construction materials for the
numerous facilities, brought over 35 trains passing through Alness each day by May 1916. Including the Naval Special trains, the 'Jellicoe Expresses' each usually carrying over 400 persons, over 1000 troop trains passed over the
period of the war, with ambulance trains in addition. Construction of a major naval shipyard from scratch at Invergordon (previously just a small town), with housing and infrastructure for 4000 personnel, brought a total of almost 20,000 wagons during the first 3 years of the war. It is reported that at times almost every siding north of
Perth was full of wagons. In the 8 months from February to September 1918 the sidings at Alness alone handled
nearly 5000 wagons.
From 1915 huge tonnages of supplies to support the war effort came across the Atlantic from the United States of
America, but the increasing losses caused by German U-boats and other naval encounters were causing major anxiety in Whitehall and in Washington; 2.3 million tons was lost in 1916, but 6.2 million tons in 1917. In the one
month of April 1918 it was 881,000 tons! When the USA decided in 1917 to join the Allies in direct action in Europe
against Germany such losses could not be sustained. The US Navy developed the concept of a Northern Barrage to
contain the German Navy; it would stretch between Orkney and Norway, a 'net' of naval mines some 250 miles
long, 25 miles wide, set at depths of 25 to 240 ft. It would involve the placing of some 100,000 mines and it has
been suggested that the budget in 1917 was $200 million, or above!
Components of US Type V1 mines would be delivered to Scottish west coast ports, and the mines assembled at
two locations on Scotland's east coast, - at Muirtown, Inverness on the site of Glen Albyn Distillery (US Navy Base
18), and at Dalmore (US Navy Base 17) on the Cromarty Firth. Provision was made for assembly of 1500 mines per
week at Muirtown and for 2000 per week at Dalmore. For Muirtown the components were delivered from the USA
to Corpach, on Loch Linnhe and transported through the Caledonain Canal on lighters to the Muirtown Basin.
(Components of mines contributed by the UK were shipped to the Clyde and on to Grangemouth for assembly.)
From each assembly place the mines would be delivered to US Navy ships for placing in the Barrage. Those from
Muirtown were shipped via the Inverness Firth, and those from Dalmore via the Cromarty Firth. (From Grangemouth this was done via the Firth of Forth.)

The Admiralty had taken over the 10-acre facility at Dalmore Distillery in October 1917; firstly, some 6,500 casks of whisky had to be moved to storage
elsewhere in Easter Ross. Building of workshops, sheds and assembly lines
required delivery of some 7,000 tons of materials. That work was finished in
May 1918 and the site then handed over for US administration.

Supplies for Dalmore were delivered to Kyle of Lochalsh and brought east via the Dingwall & Skye Railway (D&SR)
to Dingwall, and then via the Highland Railway (HR) to a new spur line at Belleport about halfway between Alness
and Invergordon. (This is not to be confused with the already existing private branch line running south from Alness Station to Dalmore Distillery which ended at a point above the north side of the distillery.)
The D&SR was commandeered for the war effort; the HR was not allowed to carry any freight on the line and was
restricted to one passenger train per day in each direction. Additional water towers were provided along the route,
with a new and longer passing loop at a point between Achnasheen and Achnashellach near Luib Summit, and new
sidings were provided at Duirnish. Trains consisted of 11 wagons and it took a week for 3 or 4 trains per day to
transfer a shipload to Dalmore some 73 miles from Kyle. Problems of operation of the railway were compounded
by availability of wagons and return of empties. 'Skye Bogie' 4-4-0 locomotives of the HR had been designed specially for the conditions of steep gradiLoch class 4-4-0 No 14396 Loch Ruthven
ents and tight curves of the line, but
so few were serviceable that an additional 3 'Loch Class' (Left) were built in
1917 for use on the line. Some 150 12
-ton coal wagons were loaned from
the South Eastern and Chatham Railway for carrying the components.
(The Railway Executive Committee
allocated 4 locomotives, similar to
'Skye Bogies', for use on the HR from
the London, Brighton and South Coast
Railway.)
A new branch line from the HR main line between Alness and Invergordon was required to connect to Dalmore.
The new 'Belleport Junction' was created close to milepost 30. There was a spur on this new branch, which may
have served for marshalling or as an 'escape' to protect the Dalmore site in case of a runaway. The average gradient on the line from the junction to shore level was approximately 1 in 80.
The first load of components for mines to be assembled at Dalmore, along with associated engineering provisions
such as mobile cranes etc, arrived at the railhead at Kyle of Lochalsh on 29 May 1918 on the converted mine carrier
Lake Superior; thereafter loads arrived at about 2 weeks intervals. Supplies included equipment for the bases, supplies for the mine-laying ships, hospital equipment, and food as well as components for the mines. Pratt records
that of the total tonnage arriving at Kyle, (32,800 tons between May 1918 and November 1918), 24,000 tons were
conveyed to Dalmore in some 400 special trains. The assembly sheds at Dalmore were accommodated at the western end of the site, which comprised of over 26 acres , with almost 1 mile of standard-gauge sidings. In the assembly sheds, 3¾ miles of narrow 29 inch gauge tracks
were laid to accommodate the sinkers (anchor boxes) that would later also carry the mines (referred
to by the US Ratings as 'eggs') on the minelayers for
deployment at the barrage. A pier (locally known as
The Yankee Pier) some 1850 ft long was constructed with the intention of being able to load minelayers directly in the deep water of the Cromarty Firth.
This had provision for two sets of rail tracks, and
the pierhead extended some 400 ft westward, accommodating 4 tracks. The rails for the whole proUS sailors with components awaiting assembly
ject were provided by redeploying track from distillery
operations between Buckie and Keith.

Upon arrival at Dalmore, the parts for assembly were unloaded from the delivery wagons by crane. Each mine had
over 100 parts to be assembled from components manufactured by 140 manufacturing contractors and over 400 subcontractors. The completed mine was connected to its sinker by a steel cable, the length of which determined the
height of the mine above the sea bed after laying. The total weight of the assembly was about 1400 lbs.
Until the pier was completed the assembled mines on their sinkers were taken to Invergordon pier for loading on to
the minelayers. They were not allowed to be carried on the track of the Highland Railway, so a separate standard
gauge single track was constructed on a low-level route close to the shore. It ran on the north side of the former A9,
now the B817, and crossed the Rosskeen Burn on a timber trestle bridge between the road bridge and the main railway embankment - at low tide the bases of 2 piers of the trestle bridge can be seen on the west side of the burn.
From there, the route passed behind the present houses on the east side of the burn, crossed the main road just below Invergordon Golf Course, carried on along the shore side of the road and joined the existing harbour railway system to the pier at Invergordon. The 'relief' line carried 3 or 4 trains per day, plus return of 'empties'. At the pier, the
mines, along with their sinkers, were offloaded onto lighters, which shuttled them to the US minelaying ships moored
in the Cromarty Firth. Locomotives provided at Dalmore/Invergordon were a
powerful 0-6-0T Hull & Barnsley Railway G3 class tank engine, No. 146 - later
Class J75, No. 2527 of the London &
North Eastern Railway; a small 0-4-0 saddle tank and 0-6-0 ‘Terrier’ tanks on
loan from the London, Brighton and
South Coast Railway-Nos 37 Southdown,
79 Minories (later transferred to Catterick), 81 Beulah, 83 Earlswood.
Hull & Barnsley Railway G3 0-6-0T No.146 at Dalmore Distillery
The Armistice was signed before the Barrage was completed, but when hostilities ceased Grangemouth had delivered
13,546 mines, Muirtown 27,641, and Dalmore 28,930 - a total of over 70,000 assembled, delivered and laid between
May and November 1918! Although not used during the laying of the mines, Dalmore Pier was instrumental in the
decommissioning of them and the return of the materials to the United States The US Navy withdrew from the site on
1 March 1919 and the Admiralty took it over. The Dalmore branch line, the tracks at the site and the 'relief' line from
the site to Invergordon were dismantled in 1921. Construction of the pier involved conveyance of 13,000 tons of materials in approximately 2000 wagons, at total cost of £114,000. The pier and the site served the war effort again in
World War 2 as an RAF Training Base for Sunderland Flying Boats and for Catalinas.

One of the London Brighton
and South Coast Railway
‘Terrier’ tanks that went to
war in Scotland was No 79,
Minories which never returned to the Brighton railway, ending its days in the
Chatham Dockyard as described by Mike Barnard in
the November newsletter.
With thanks to the Friends of the Far North Line

A remarkably long-lived
temporary bridge
The temporary bridge shown right was erected in January
1958 by The Southern Region using military bridge components following the serious train crash at St Johns, in
South East London in 1957 and sixty-four years later is still
in use! Sadly 90 souls perished in the crash which occurred
in dense fog on a December evening on the Eastern Section four-track main line of the Southern Region. The
4.56pm express passenger train from London Cannon Street to Ramsgate, via Tonbridge and Folkestone, formed of
11 coaches hauled by 'Battle of Britain’ Class No 34066 “Spitfire” passed the red aspect of St Johns, Lewisham signal box inner home colour light signal and collided with the 5.18pm 10-coach EMU train to Hayes standing at the
following signal. In a case of sad irony, the train preceding the Hayes train had been wrongly identified by the signalman who thought this was the Hayes train which he had to hold to await a path across the junction to the Mid
Kent line. In fact it was the 5.25pm Charing Cross –Hastings DEMU running out of sequence and invisible in the
fog , which could have proceeded without delay.
The air brakes of the Hayes EMU had been applied to hold it stationary on the rising gradient. As a consequence,
the shock of the collision was more severe than it otherwise may have been and the whole of the body of the
eighth coach of the EMU was destroyed when the underframe and body of the ninth coach were forced over and
through it. In the Ramsgate train the rear of Spitfire’s tender and the front of the leading coach were crushed together and thrown to the left by the sudden stoppage , most unfortunately striking and dislodging a steel middle
column supporting two of the four heavy girders of a bridge which carried the Nunhead-Lewisham doubletrack line
overhead. In an instant, 350 ton of girders subsided on to the steam train below completely destroying the first
carriage and crushing the second coach and the leading half of the third. A couple of minutes later the 5.22pm 8coach EMU from Holborn Viaduct-Dartford train, which was moving slowly on to the bridge towards a red signal,
was promptly brought to a stand when the driver peering through the gloom noticed the girders at an angle . This
train was neither derailed or damaged but the leading coach was tilted!
Owing to the disorganization of the train services by the fog, all trains were crowded and it was estimated there
were nearly 1,500 passengers on the Hayes train and some 700 on the steam train leading to the high death toll. In
addition , a large number of persons were conveyed to nearby hospitals where 109 were detained, many with very
serious injuries and a further 67 suffering with minor injuries or shock. The steam driver, Mr William Drew was not
physically injured but the shock he sustained was severe and he and the fireman who suffered a broken hip could
not be interviewed until January 10th , 1958. Such was the severity of the fog, it was difficult at first to assess the
magnitude of the disaster but as the true situation became known the emergency services were deployed in increasing numbers and many doctors and nurses arrived on the scene. Much praise was due to the immediate lineside residents who selfishly and generously placed themselves, their houses and belongings at the disposal of the
rescue and first aid parties.
The conditions that the rescue workers operated in were atrocious – one
newspaper report describing it as ‘Dante-esque’ – rescue workers ‘ moving
like ghosts in the all-embracing fog guided by the screams of the injured and
dying trapped in the wreckage.’ There was too the evidence of everyday life
of coats, gloves , handbags and briefcases strewn across the site along with
Christmas parcels bought hours earlier in the West End scattered across the
tracks .

Let’s spare a thought for Driver Trew, described by his supervisors at his home MPD of
Ramsgate as a loyal, conscientious worker, not so quick witted as some but reliable and
sober, who unwittingly caused such carnage on that evening. He was 62 years old and had
45 years railway experience, the last 18 years as a driver. Signing on at 12.30pm with his
mate of two years, fireman Hoare, they worked up to Charing Cross arriving some 23
minutes late after experiencing bad fog on the way into the capital. After taking relief in
the staff canteen, they made their way by train round to Cannon Street arriving in good
time for the unlikely right-time departure of their 4.56pm train to Ramsgate. Once there,
they grew steadily colder waiting for over an hour in the fog at the end of platform 6 before the empty stock arrived drawn by a pilot engine with Spitfire attached at the other end in readiness for the
journey. Mounting the footplate, Trew was informed that the water was getting short after the delays experienced and driver Trew decided he would have to make an unscheduled stop for water at Sevenoaks , advising the
guard accordingly.
Departing some 72 minutes late at 6.08pm, Trew must have cut a dejected figure as he sat hunched over the controls chilled to the bone, contemplating a long and tiring journey home, hampered by thick fog and the worry of an
enforced water stop. A string of green signals bode well for the journey but things went woefully wrong after they
passed the New Cross automatic signal A42 at a reduced speed showing a green aspect. The next three signals are
situated on the right hand side of the track, partly for space reasons, and whilst possible to briefly sight by the driver on the left hand curve in clear weather they would require the driver to cross the cab or ask his fireman to confirm the aspect in the prevailing conditions that night. Inexplicably, he did neither. St Johns outer home signal was
passed at double yellow and the intermediate home at yellow but neither were observed by driver Trew whilst his
fireman was busily engaged building the fire for the long climb ahead. Seeing the lights of St Johns station coming
into view, driver Trew asked fireman Hoare to check the signal at the end of the platform. Although they had never
been stopped here before, to their horror the signal was red! With the regulator already closed for the sharp
45mph right hand curve, driver Trew made an emergency brake application but there was little reduction in speed
as they passed the signal at danger and collided with the Hayes EMU train standing with its brakes hard on. Motorman J. B. Skilton, of Caterham Motive Power Depot, was driving this train. Before it left Charing Cross, Bricklayers Arms steam Driver J. A. Crane and Fireman D. T. Nash, who were travelling home after duty, went into the
front brake compartment as the train was so crowded, and Motorman Skilton asked them to accompany him in his
driving compartment to help in observing the signals. (At one time Motorman Skilton had been fireman to Driver
Crane.) After the accident, Driver Crane walked back with Fireman Nash and together they smothered the fie of
the engine of the Ramsgate train with ballast. He found Driver Trew still on the footplate and helped him down the
bank into a house. He said that Trew was suffering from severe shock and that he "could get nothing out of him".
Subsequent tests confirmed both the signals and train brakes were all working correctly.
Driver Trew (seen above) stood trial at the Old Bailey in
April 1958 for manslaughter but the jury could not
agree a verdict and the judge ordered a new trail.
However, after a petition to the Home Secretary was
raised by his home town citing his rapidly declining
physical and mental health, the prosecution decided to
offer no evidence and Trew was discharged. As was the
way back then, Driver Trew was allowed to ‘resign’
from railway service but died a broken man, his grief at
the nights catastrophic events following him to his
grave.
The view the driver of the EMU from Holborn Viaduct-Dartford train would have had without the fog. The death
toll would have been much higher without his prompt action in stopping the train.

